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Stakeholder participation and science with society, are concepts increasingly

used in research proposals. When research teams are fortunate to see more

than one of these proposals funded, the following can happen: 1) several

stakeholders’ groups need to be created so that the required project outcomes

can be reached; 2) one stakeholder group is involved in several projects.

Aware of the benefits that such collaborative research projects 

bring but also concerned with the negative impacts that the 

above situations can imply (e.g. stakeholder detachment and 

fatigue), the initiative “Tertúlias do Montado” was started, by 

ICAAM, University of Évora. 

Montado is the agro-silvo pastoral

system characteristic of the Alentejo

landscape, in Southern Portugal,

where integration of the different

productive dimensions as well as

nature conservation and heritage are

key in designing management options

and many different types of

stakeholders interact.
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The objective is to create a project free dialogue space between researchers, public administration and users of the Montado silvo-pastoral

system. Until now 7 monthly workshops have occurred lasting 3 hours each. In the initial phase, a common agenda was developed that guided

and will guide further workshops. The agenda included 17 topics about the montado sustainability and management. Results so far show that the

issues identified need to be discussed in a certain order, since some appear more emergent then others. The challenges encountered highlight

the necessity of specific experts (eg. cognitive and social psychologists, sociologists and political scientists) while structuring such type of

initiatives. Further, more strategies are needed to overcome the recurrent feeling of science communication and establish the co-construction

atmosphere that is the overall ambition. The Tertúlia is a process that started in May 2016 and will continue as long as there is interest.

ABSTRACT

Creating proximity – a dialogue process named Tertúlias do Montado

1ST Tertúlia - Building a common agenda

Small groups work

Plenary discussion, 

trying to combined all 

groups contributions

How to discuss the 

issues raised.

1. Climate change scenarios and adapting strategies to the montado

2. Payment for the non market functions of the montado

3. Access issues

4. New ways to capitalize the montado

5. Impact on the drop of the cork prize

6. Mud spreading

7. Monitoring activities

8. Legislation and lack of t6raning for cork takers

9. Valorization of the holm oak montado

10.Application for UNESCO cultural heritage of the montado

11. Increasing awareness of society 

12. Ageing and death 

13. Reforestation 

14. Policies considering the montado specificities and conflicting policies

15. Soil and its vital importance

16. Grazing management and impact

17. The montado survival in the crisis context and demographic changes. 
The process

Reflecting, learning and adapting

CORE GROUP 
(composition depends on the questions but so far composed by researchers) Evaluation sheets at the end of each section

Next Tertúlia 

(can be on in-door or outdoor)

External advise

The participants

Disciplines/ Expertise's

- Forestry

- Silviculture

- Soil Conservation

- Animal Biosciences

- Geography

- Land Use 

- Landscape Studies

- Spatial Analysis

- History

- Nature conservation

Satisfaction level
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